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3 Cambridge University Centre for Computational Chemistry, Cambridge, United KingdomAbstratAb initio quantum mehanial simulations of biologial systems are expanding their apa-bilities to approah a variety of fundamental problems in biology. We review the progress onmethod development in the �eld ahieved in the last years, fousing on emerging tehniquesthat might beome more relevant in the near future. A brief survey on reent appliationsin the �eld of enzyme atalysis and alulations of protein redox properties is also reported.1 IntrodutionIn the last years biology entered the post-genomi era, expanding the researh e�orts from thesingle moleule studies to the extensive study of interplay between di�erent biomoleules. Alarge e�ort is urrently ongoing on protein networks and protein-protein interations researhwith the main target to bridge the strutural and biohemial properties of individual biologialmoleules with their olletive behavior in ell yles and signalling [1℄. Bridging these sales isan fundamental step in the knowledge of biology and it will bring more quantitative desription ofbiologial phenomena, opening new perspetives in drug design, tehnology and medial researh.At the same time, and from the side of Biophysis and Strutural Biology, a mehanisti approahto many biomoleules is made possible thanks to the growing availability of experimentallydetermined 3D moleular strutures re�ned with atomi resolution. Using strutural information,single moleule manipulation, and spetrosopy, is nowadays possible by experiments to unravelmovements and eletroni properties of living matter with aurate and time resolved details [2℄.In this ontext, moleular modelling is also expanding its role. The understanding of the detailsat the atomi level of the interations between proteins, nulei aids, substrates, ofators anddrugs has aquired a renovated key role in the ontext of quantitative biology and post-genomis.48



A variety of simulation tehniques, ranging from eletroni struture alulations to lassialmoleular dynamis (MD) and oarse grain models, has to be used to bridge the gap betweenspetrosopi data, strutural information, and biologial signi�ane. The quantitative anddetailed understanding of properties and moleular mehanisms of biomoleules has been reentlythe subjet of di�erent ab initio studies in the �eld of photoreeptors [3�6℄, eletron transferand redox proteins [7, 8℄, transition metal enzymes [9, 10℄, and omputational (bio)spetrosopy(inluding optial, infrared, Raman, EPR, and NMR spetrosopy) [11�13℄.From the point of view of the atomisti omputer modelling, two levels of omplexity will hal-lenge our ommunity for the next years: the intrinsi hemial omplexity of the biomoleulesand the neessity to over the gap, in term of size and time, between what has to be simulatedat the quantum level and all the rest of the (neessary) biologial environment. The auray ofab initio moleular dynamis based on Density Funtional Theory (DFT) is su�ient to providea orret desription of the eletroni struture for large lasses of biomoleules, but not alwaysfor spei� sets of problems in the �eld of multi-enter transition metal enzymes, photoreeptorsand eletron transfer proteins. The oupling between DFT-based ab initio MD and lassialmoleular dynamis, in the framework of Quantum Mehanis / Moleular dynamis simula-tions [14,15℄, has suessfully ontributed to link the quantum properties of an ative site to thewhole biomoleular environment for a variety of systems [16�19℄.Here we will shortly overview the omputational methods used in the �eld of biomoleules men-tioning also a seletion of emerging methods that may have an inreasing relevane in the futurefor the study of the eletroni struture of biologial systems. We also report a very limitednumber of appliations, being onsious that it will not be able to over important ontributionsto several ative groups. Complementary and more omplete surveys on ab initio modellingon biologial systems an be found in a previous newsletter [20℄ and in several reviews on thesubjet [21�25℄.2 Methods2.1 Classial, Quantum and hybrid Quantum/Classial simulationsDealing with eletroni struture alulations of biomoleules annot abstrat from a desriptionof the biomoleules at the level of lassial moleular dynamis. The use of fore-�eld based MD isindeed neessary, either to enhane the sampling of the onformational spae or to inlude, usinghybrid methods, the environment that annot be desribed at the full quantum level beause ofomputational osts. Classial, i.e. fore-�eld based, setups of biologial systems have typially
104 − 105 atoms and a sampling of the phase spae is ruial to overome onformational andbond breaking/forming barriers. Enhaned sampling tehniques an signi�antly improve theexploration of the phase spae of biologial maromoleules and reative systems. Among theothers, the reently developed metadynamis [26, 27℄ has been suessfully used in biomoleularsimulations oupled with lassial [28, 29℄ and ab initio moleular dynamis [30, 31℄.Ab initio moleular dynamis at �nite temperature is ommonly used to study biologial systemsin the framework of Density Funtional Theory [32℄ beause of the good ompromise between49



hemial auray and omputational osts. The hoie of the exhange-orrelation funtionalis ruial for many biomoleules. Gradient orretions are usually neessaries and di�erent ap-proahes may be preferred aording to the kind of system and alulation performed. Thepopularity of BLYP funtional [33, 34℄ omes from its apabilities to give a good desription forhydrogen bonding systems [35,36℄. The B3LYP hybrid funtional [37℄ an provide a better esti-mate of reation barriers [38℄ but it has not been extensively used so far in ab initio MD beauseof the high omputational ost of its implementation within a pure plane-wave sheme. Bekeand Perdew [33, 39℄ funtionals are preferred for transition metal omplexes whereas Perdew,Burke and Ernzerhof funtional [39℄ is more used in exited states alulations. Two alternativesare urrently used in ab initio moleular dynamis: a pure plane wave (PW) approah and aGaussian and plane wave (GPW) method [40�42℄. In the PW method ore eletrons an bereplaed using norm-onserving (Trouillier-Martins [43℄, Goedeker, Teter and Hutter [44℄) andnon-norm-onserving ultrasoft (Vanderbilt [45℄) pseudopotentials. The Gaussian and plane wavemethod o�ers a onvenient alternative, speially suited for the use of hybrid exhange-orrelationfuntionals. Reent simulations of several tens of pioseonds on liquid water reently demon-strated the possibility to perform ab initio MD using B3LYP funtional [46℄. To irumventthe inability of urrent exhange-orrelation funtionals to inorporate dispersion fores, a pseu-dopotential sheme has been developed by the group of Rothlisberger [47, 48℄. Higher angularmomentum dependent terms of the pseudopotentials are optimized using orrelated alulationsreferenes, obtaining very good results for weakly bound systems [49, 50℄ and liquid water [51℄.Using hybrid Quantum Mehanis / Moleular Mehanis (QM/MM) approahes it is possibleto limit the size of the part of the system that is desribed at the quantum level to the atomsbelonging to the reative part of the system (for instane the ative site of the enzyme or thehromophore of a photoreeptor), whereas the rest of the atoms (protein and solvent) are treatedat the lassial fore-�eld level. Quantum Mehanis and Moleular Mehanis system an beoupled in a fully Hamiltonian way using the sheme from Rothlisberger and oworkers [14, 15℄.A reent extension of QM/MM tehniques in the PWG approah is reported by Laino et al.[52, 53℄. A more extensive method overview of QM/MM appliations to biomoleules has beenalso reported in several reviews [20�25, 54℄.It is interesting to note in the literature an expansion of ab initio MD tehniques to the studyof systems that were previously onsidered well desribed by lassial mehanis. One exampleis represented by potassium hannel proteins, usually treated at the level of lassial mehanissine no bond breaking or forming proesses is ourring during ion permeation through thehannel pore. On the ontrary, ab initio alulations demonstrated that the interation betweenthe permeating ations and the protein arbonyl ligands annot be straightforwardly desribed bystandard nonpolarizable fore-�elds [16,55,56℄. In addition, the permeation mehanism is oupledwith a proton transfer between surrounding ionizable residues [57℄ that annot be modelledlassially.2.2 Calulations of redox propertiesRedox properties an be alulated aording to a MD method based on Marus theory [58℄ asoriginally proposed by Warshel [59℄. This sheme has been developed and implemented for use50



in DFT based ab initio moleular dynamis simulations [8, 60�64℄. For a large lass of proteinsthe ET ativity falls within the Marus regime, and the oxidation free energy (∆A) and thereorganization free energy (λ) for the half reation an be omputed from ensemble averages ofthe vertial ionization energy (∆E), aording to the following equations:
∆A =

1

2
(〈∆E〉red + 〈∆E〉ox) (1)

λ =
1

2
(〈∆E〉red − 〈∆E〉ox) (2)Subsripted angular brakets denote averages over equilibrium trajetories of the system in re-dued (red) and oxidized (ox) state. In the hybrid sheme used for the study of redox propertiesin rubredoxin and whih we review as an example here ∆E is still omputed using DFT butthe atomi on�gurations are extrated from lassial simulations. The aim of the method isto ombine the long time sale aessibility of the lassial model with the quantum-mehanialmethods to alulate ionization energies. When the size of the system does not permit a full DFTalulation a QM/MM approah an be used to alulate the energy of single on�guration [7,65℄.For alulations of redox reations in proteins an important issue is to have reliable startingstruture for the initial on�gurations of the oxidized and redued forms. Indeed proteins anundergo some major rearrangement upon oxidation/redution whih an be quite di�ult tomodel.Another issue regards the quality of our DFT desription for the metal enters. In partiularGGA funtionals have been widely employed for alulations on biologial systems, but theyare not aurate enough for the desription of metal enters where eletroni orrelation playsan essential role. In the ase of rubredoxin, whih we will disuss in a following setion, thefuntional auray has been tested omparing eletron detahment energies of small lusters(Fe(SCH3)4) with previous alulations and experimental data.2.3 Emerging tehniquesFor many hemial and biohemial systems, DFT turned out to be a good ompromise betweenmethod reliability and omputational ost. Albeit this suess in stati alulations and ab initiomoleular dynamis, the urrent approximations to the exhange-orrelation funtional are soureof well-reognized and serious failures [66℄. Systems where these limitations are evident are forexamples, free radials and transition metals with semi-�lled d−shell (suh as Cr, Mo, Fe, Ni,Mn) [67℄. The drawbaks also a�et the time dependent version of Density Funtional Theory(TD-DFT) [68℄, ausing unsatisfying estimates in the alulation of eletroni exitations of avariety of moleular systems, one among the simplest being liquid water [69, 70℄. The use oforrelated quantum hemistry tehniques, suh as perturbative methods (MP2,MP4), oupledluster (CC), and on�guration interation (CI) are limited to rather small biomoleules beausethe required omputational resoures grow very rapidly with the system size (see for instaneref. [71℄). The searhing for highly-aurate and size-salable quantum algorithms will be in thenext years a ruial hallenge for the ommunity working on ab-initio methods for biomoleules.An inomplete survey on emerging tehniques is reported hereafter.DFT extended shemes were proposed to study transition metal omplexes beause of the di�-51



ulties enountered by urrent funtionals to orretly estimate the eletroni orrelation e�ets,espeially in multi-enter transition metal omplexes. In the so alled broken symmetry approahthe spin oupling onstant J between antiferromagnetially oupled metal enters is estimated byarrying out independent alulations for several spin on�gurations. The energy of all di�erentspin states an be subsequently estimated using a Heisenberg Hamiltonian with oupling J . Thistehnique has been suessfully used to study iron-sulfur atalyti enters [72℄ and it has beenreently extended and applied in an ab-initio moleular dynamis ontext [73℄. The dynamialmagnetostrutural properties of the 2Fe − 2S iron-sulfur luster of ferredoxin were studied us-ing QM/MM [74℄, revealing the time-dependent interplay between the magneti properties ofthe di-iron enter and the protein environment. Another extension of DFT methods relevantfor transition-metal ative site hemistry is the DFT+U method, where a generalized-gradientapproximation is augmented by a Hubbard U term [75℄. A self-onsistent DFT+U approah hasbeen reently shown to suessfully reprodue the eletroni properties of the iron dimer and thespin and energetis of gas-phase iron-based reations [76,77℄. Although not easily generalized toall transition-metal systems, both the above ited methods have the advantage that they requirea omputational e�ort omparable with that of plain DFT.Green's funtion based methods, suh as GW approximation and Bethe-Salpeter equation aretraditionally used to alulate eletroni exitations in ondensed matter systems [78℄. In a om-bined approah with lassial moleular dynamis, these methods have been reently suessfullyextended to alulations of absorption spetra of liquid water [70,79℄. The exited state proper-ties of the indole moleule, the aromati omponent of the tryptophan amino-aid, has been alsostudied in solution by alulating eletroni exitations using many body perturbation theory onsnapshots extrated from a QM/MM simulation based on DFT [80℄. These enouraging resultssuggests that Green's funtion methods an be suitable and a�ordable tehniques to study theeletroni exitations of other biomoleules that annot be properly approahed using TDDFT.Another emerging tehnique in the �eld of biomoleule is Quantum Monte Carlo. It has beensuessfully employed in the past to ompute ground-state properties of systems where eletronorrelations play a ruial role (see for instane the review [81℄). An extended formulation hasexpanded its apabilities to investigate eletronially exited states [82℄. The QMC method,traditionally largely applied in many body physis and in Bose ondensates, has been also usedto orretly takle di�ult ases in quantum hemistry suh as: radials [83℄, transition metals[84,85℄, eletroni exited states [82,86℄, anion-π and π-π interations in aromati moleules [87℄,van der Waals fores [88℄, and hydrogen bonding interations [89, 90℄. For hydrogen bondingsystems, the water dimer dispersion urve was investigated both at the Variational Monte Carloand at the Di�usion Monte Carlo level [90℄. The experimental binding energy and the MP2 energyurve as a funtion of the distane between the two water moleules for the dimer were fairlyreprodued. The physial interpretation of the resonating valene bond variational wave funtiono�ered also the possibility to disset the ovalent and dispersion van der Waals ontributions tothe H-bonding energy, estimated to be about 1.5 and 1.1 kal/mol, respetively. The energetisof larger water lusters were also investigated by QMC and ompared with MP2 and DFT [91℄.From the side of eletroni exitations, QMC alulations have shown to provide the orretexited state energy surfae in one of the most representative example of TDDFT failure, theprotonated Shi�-base model [82℄, whih is a small analogue of the retinal protonated Shi� base,52
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Figure 1: Minimum energy strutures obtained from QM/MM simulations of the enzyme-substrate omplex of Baillus 1,3-1,4-β-gluanase, a family 16 glyoside hydrolase (Referene:Biarnes et al. J. Biol. Chem. 2006). The substrate (a 4-methylumbelliferyl tetrasaharide) isshown in liorie representation.the hromophore of rhodopsin.3 Appliations3.1 Enzyme atalysisThe way enzymes perform its atalyti funtion has long fasinated not only biologists but alsohemists and physiists [92�94℄, beause subtle hanges in the speies involved (e.g. ligand,substrate, enzyme) may lead to serious diseases [95℄. Therefore, eluidating how enzymes workat the atomi level is extremely relevant to �nd better drugs. Sientists have long sought theorigin of the lowering of the ativation energy barrier by enzymes, i.e. whether they stabilize theTS or raise the relative energy of the substrate (substrate preorganization [96℄). Nevertheless,the moleular details of many enzymati mehanisms still remain a mystery. Very often atal-ysis depends on the interplay between struture/eletroni reorganization and dynamis. Forinstane, a distortion of one single sugar unit from a hair onformation to a boat-like is ruialfor glyoside hydrolases to break the glyosidi bonds in arbohydrates. At the same time, thedistortion raises the harge at the anomeri arbon and elongates the glyosidi bond distane,thus favoring atalysis [97℄ (Figure 1).Another example is the binding of oxygen to myoglobin (Mb) and hemoglobin (Hb). The heme53



ative enter hanges its eletroni on�guration upon binding, from a high spin (i.e. maximumnumber of unpaired eletrons) to low-spin state, at the same time that the bond between the ironatom and the oxygen ligand develops [98℄. The deomposition of the superoxide radial (O−

2
)into hydrogen peroxide and oxygen by superoxide dismutases, for instane, involves hanges inthe oordination state of the ative speies as well as in their oxidation states [95℄. Deipheringthese proesses from an eletroni point of view is neessary for understanding the mehanismsbehind the enzymati atalysis, as well as designing small moleules able to a�et the biologialfuntion of the protein.In the past few years, ab initio methods have ontributed important insights into the atalytimehanisms and strutural features of a variety of enzymes (for reent reviews see e.g. [54℄; [99℄).This progress has been possible also beause of the inreased omputer power, and the ontinuousdevelopment of tehniques suh as QM/MM and methods to aelerate sampling of free energysurfaes (metadynamis [26℄, transition path sampling [100℄ or steered moleular dynamis [101℄).Beause of the large number of ab initio appliations to enzymes that appeared in the literaturein the last few years, it is learly impossible to review all of the work appeared so far. Herewe will review only few representative examples, hoping to give a �avor of whih problemsan be addressed nowadays with ab initio methods. Metal-ontaining proteins represent almosthalf of the proteome of living organisms. Very often, the metal is present in the ative siteand plays a role in atalysis. Zin metallo β-latamases (MβLs) hydrolyze the β-latam N-Cbond of β-latam antibiotis aided by one or two Zn2+ ions. Ab initio QM/MM simulationshave shown that the �exibility of the Zn2+ oordination sphere plays a key role in the enzymereation [54, 102℄. Mg2+ ions are present in several enzymes that hydrolyze hemial bondssuh as epoxide hydrolase and ATPases [103℄. In both ases, ab initio and QM/MM simulationsinluding solvent water moleules in the QM region found that the water moleules assist thehemial reation. These alulations were done in moderately large systems (about 50 QMatoms) but required large simulation times (100-200 ps). Similarly, two Mg2+ metals supportthe formation of a metastable intermediate along the reation in ribonulease H, but the role ofsolvent waters in mediating proton transfer events is ruial ( [104℄). All these works suggest thegeneral importane of expliitly inluding solvation e�ets at the atalyti site for the orretdesription of an enzymati mehanism at the atomi level.Hemeproteins (metalloprotein ontaining a heme prostheti group) are an important group ofproteins and enzymes that arry out a variety of relevant biologial funtions, inluding oxygentransport and storage (hemoglobin and myoglobin), eletron transfer (ytohromes), dispropor-tionation of toxi hydrogen peroxide (atalases) and oxidation of substrates (peroxidases). Thisdiversity of funtions originates from the versatility of the heme group and the variety of in-terations with protein sa�olds that generate di�erent heme environments [105℄. Beause ofthe large size of the iron-porphyrin (38 atoms), ab initio alulations in hemeproteins are par-tiularly demanding [106℄ (e.g. the iron-porphyrin, without the substituent groups forming theheme, plus several protein residues in its viinity easily makes about 150 atoms) [107℄. For thehybrid atalase-peroxidase, whih ontains a Met-Tyr-Trp addut above the heme (essential foratalysis), the number of QM atoms to be inluded is about 250 [10℄. During the last few years,a large e�ort has been devoted not only to haraterize reation intermediates with a omplexeletroni struture (e.g. the main reation intermediate of the reation yle of peroxidases,54



atalases, ytohrome P450 and nitri oxide synthase is an oxyferryl-porphyrin ation radialnamed "ompound I", Cpd I [107, 108℄) but also in eluidating the mehanism of their forma-tion/disappearane [108, 109℄. For peroxidases, in whih the ative site is solvent-exposed, themehanism of Cpd I formation was found to rely on the entrane of water moleules to the ativesite [109℄. Again, this reinfores the ative role that water moleules play in enzyme atalysis.In ontrast to peroxidases, the ative site of atalases is buried in the protein. Catalase Cpd Ireats with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and deomposes it to H2O and O2 (Figure 2).QM/MM metadynamis simulations have shown that there are two ompeting mehanisms todeompose hydrogen peroxide [9℄. One of them is onsistent with previous proposals based onstrutural information, whereas the other one explains the results of kineti investigations onenzyme mutants.Another problem in this �eld that has been investigated onerns the long-standing questionof how myoglobin disriminates between poisonous CO and O2. During the past deade, itwas demonstrated that CO distortion is not responsible for CO disrimination [110�112℄. DeAngelis et al. reently quanti�ed the relevane of other fators, mainly hydrogen bonding of thebound oxygen [113℄. A large e�ort has been also devoted to investigate how hemoglobins fromdi�erent speies bind oxygen [114℄. Ab initio alulations have also ontributed to understandthe sometimes ambiguous iron-oxygen distanes found in X-ray strutures of heme proteins [107,115, 116℄.It should be taken into aount that ab initio modeling of enzymes needs aurate strutures asinput. As the number of high resolution strutures of omplex systems inreases, more aurateanalysis an be performed. This is the ase, for instane, of reent studies on membrane proteins[117�119℄, photoative proteins [17, 120�122℄ or DNA-protein omplexes. The reently solvedX-ray struture of a omplex between photolyase and a double-stranded DNA oligomer provideda suitable starting struture for performing omputational studies to eluidate the mehanistinature of the photohemial repair. QM/MM moleular dynamis simulations [123℄ eluidatedthe role of the various amino aids in the ative site of the damaged DNA-enzyme omplex.3.2 Redox properties in proteinsBio-inorgani oxidation/redution enzymes and metalloproteins represent more than 40% ofIUBMB lassi�ed proteins and are not only vital to biologial energy onversion in photosynthe-sis and respiration, but are also ritial to a growing number of signalling proesses governinggene regulation and expression [124℄. Understanding the mehanism of eletron transfer (ET)between two metal sites or metal site and organi substrate is therefore of both theoretial andpratial importane. The key question is how metalloproteins ontrol whih proesses are ther-modynamially feasible (i.e., redution potentials) and how fast they our (i.e., rate onstants).Some of the issues that have been raised in this ontext onern the ompetition between shortrange e�ets, in essene the oordination hemistry of the metal ion, and long range e�ets, forexample the reorganization of the protein, the plaement of harged and polar residues, the aessto the solvent. Related to this is the question of the relative importane of eletroni relaxatione�ets, suh as the di�erene between hard and soft ligands and eletroni polarization of the55
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Figure 2: (a) The moleular mehanism of the atalase reation (optimized strutures of thereatants and produts). (b) The orresponding reation free energy surfae obtained fromQM/MM metadynamis simulations using two olletive variables. Referene: Alfonso-Prietoet. al. J. Am. Chem. So. 2009.
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protein, versus the reorganization due to atomi motion.In this highlight we disuss as an example the alulations of redox properties of Rubredoxin(Rd)[8℄, a small and omparatively simple iron-sulfur protein. This is a partiularly interesting ase,sine it is possible to ombine a full ab initio desription of the eletroni struture of the proteinin expliit solvent with sampling of the relevant time sale of the protein dynamis using ahybrid method based on a fore �eld moleular dynamis / density funtional theory sheme.Applying this sheme within the framework of Marus theory [58℄ we are able to reprodue theexperimental redox potential di�erene of 60 mV [125℄ between a mesophili and thermophilirubredoxin within an auray of 20 mV. The redox potential is modulated by the hydrogenbond interations of the ligand ysteines with the NH groups of nearby residues with a strongernetwork of hydrogen bonds leading to more positive redution potentials. We also ompute thereorganization free energy for oxidation of the protein obtaining 720 meV for the mesophili and590 meV for thermophili variant. Deomposition of the reorganization energy using the lassialfore �eld shows that this is largely determined by the solvent, with both short range (an oxidationindued hange of oordination number) and long range (dieletri) ontributions. The 130 meVhigher value for the mesophili form an be attributed to the di�erent dieletri response ofthe solvent in the surrounding of the ative site. These results underline the importane of amoleular desription of the solvent and of a orret inlusion of polarization e�ets.A major advantage of a DFT sheme here is that it aounts for eletroni relaxation e�etsin response to oxidation/redution. Suh e�ets inlude ligand-metal harge transfer and theadjustment of hydrogen bond strength of oordinated protein residues and solvent. Withina DFT desription of the vertial ionization energy for the entire solvated system, as appliedhere, also the instantaneous equilibration of eletroni polarization to the new solute hargedistribution is inluded. This an lead to a signi�antly lower estimate of the reorganizationenergy ompared to a lassial model with �xed harges.We have shown that with modern omputational methods alulations on a full small size proteinare within reah and an o�er a powerful preditive instrument to quantify properties, suh asthe reorganization energies, whih are not easily measured by experiments.4 ConlusionsIn the last years eletroni struture tehniques and ab initio moleular dynamis have furtherexpanded their apabilities to understand struture/funtion relationships of biomoleules to aninreasing lass of systems. In this brief review on the state-of-the art of methods and appliationswe have tried to make a survey on the last progresses in the �eld that might be representativebut far from being omplete. Two main problems are urrently preventing ab initio alulationsto takle with suess a wider lass of hallenging problems in biology: the size of the systemsand the quality of the eletroni struture methods. QM/MM methods are a �rst step to tryto �ll this gap and further development of multisale methods is desirable in the future. Wehave also seen how di�erent emerging quantum tehniques seem promising starting points togo beyond standard DFT alulations. Thanks to this double e�ort, we may hope to takle inthe next years open questions in eletron transfer, eletroni exitations of photoreeptors, and57



Figure 3: Representative MD on�guration of rubredoxin generated from a 1IRO rystal struture[126℄ as employed in the DFT alulations. The periodially repeated simulation ell, with edges31.136, 28.095, 30.502 Å ontains the protein, 678 water moleules and 9 Na+ ounterions. Theorange isosurfae represents the spin density for the oxidized state (harge 0, spin 5/2) at 0.005a.u.. Hydrogen bonds between sulfur atoms in the ative enter and nearby bakbone NH groupsare also highlighted.
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